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About This Game

Asymmetric Multiplayer Sci-fi Horror Experience

Strongly inspired by "The Thing", "Alien", "Pandorum" and other dark science-fiction references, SurvHive is an asymmetric
multiplayer sci-fi horror FPS that includes RPG elements.

Pick your career among: Scientist, Engineer, Cultist or Soldier and try to survive as long as you can... Don't trust anyone
because a former friend might have been contaminated when you were not looking...

/!\ IMPORTANT: /!\ If you're interested in SurvHive, you should absolutely join us on Discord:
https://discord.gg/6QK8zkv This is where all the players are organizing games on a regular basis. Help us growing a

community during the Early Access phase, we're waiting for you!

Key features:

 Try to find out who the aliens are. Stay away from them.

 Alien players must contaminate the crew using a stealth, shape-shifted approach, or through fully unleashed agressivity.

 Alien players can mutate to gain new powers, such as wall/roof climbing.
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 Watch your sanity level. Panting while you're hidden in the dark is rarely a good idea.

 Meet with everyone in a room to pass a blood test, defend key areas, extinguish fires and more.

 Accomplish secret objectives, be a traitor.

 Hack systems.

 Deploy sentry guns.

 Conduct scientific research.

 Engineer items: Cloaking device, Flamethrower, Extinguisher, Assault Rifle, Radio and more.

 Try to escape. There is only one escape shuttle.
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survhive game. survhive trailer. survhive wiki. survhive steam. key survhive

well ♥♥♥♥... it s being a while now and nobody still playing DONT BUY
ever see a list of 10 server all at 0 player well that s this game. Graphics are alright, and it has 0 network lag. Ill give this a good
rating so far. Lets hope it doesnt ♥♥♥♥ up in the future tho.. Sorry to say i'm giving this game it's first bad review,..
the mechanics look fun on youtube,.. but feel VERY clunky in game
i realize this is EA,.. but the servers are absolutely DEAD,.. which is a big problem for horror survival multiplayer games,.. lol
only buy this if you want to like the dev told me "Think of it of an investment in a project that has just started..."
lol,..
it looks fun on youtube,.. but its Dead and clunky...
it doesn't feel like The Thing (And i Should Know,..:D) ,.. it feels like a different version of Dead by Daylight,.. which is a
horrible game in it's own right
and Friday The 13th will be putting both titles to shame,.. sad to say to both the devs,..

i know this will get down voted by all the people that gave good reviews (and prolly got free copies or steamcash for doing so
lol) but even though it is counter productive to not play a game because there are no players playing the game,.. it's not
something that is overly intriguing and begs me to come back and check up on it,.. and No Man's Sky launches Friday,.. so i
doubt the servers for this game will see much attention,.. and The Other 99 on the 25th,..

Refunded. for now at least

it shows promise,.. but it is very Meh,.. and overly hyped .. (i did not go into this expecting AAA content either)
. no one plays on eu servers recommend joining the discord group but even at that not many people play it often. Key provided
by developer***

Extremely intriguing game. The thing inspired, event powered multiplayer gameplay where humans are working against aliens in
human form.
 Extreme potential here, just needs a larger player base to make it happen. Early access pricing is spot on, there is a surprising
amount of depth at this point in the
development.
 There are traits that you can complete certain tasks as: Soldier has leadership skills, Cultists can detect aliens in human form,
Engineers can contruct weapons and turrets, and Scientists can research upgrades
and buffs for either side. There are little things such as a radio that you can hear whispers/murmurs when you are close to an
alien that i like. As the alien
you can infect humans, and absorb them for xp, needed for upgrades. There are several areas per map, such as Cryostasis,
Science Lab, Bridge, Artifact compartment
etc. where "events" take place. If the humans complete all objectives they win. If aliens infect all humans they win. To achieve
certain tasks,
such as pilot the ship away from earth that the aliens are trying to infect, you need to be a soldier, with a pilot trait. All these
things mesh
into a game that is both exciting and fun to play.

PROS:
-depth of quests/events/classes/traits
-fun to play, with different ways to win

CONS:
-Early access, some items are unfinished or as of yet not in the game
-a little rough on hit detection, actions, animations and graphics at the moment.

Worth the pickup as helping the playerbase grow is the best thing we can do to help the development cycle.

 Early Access score so far: 7.5

 Max I'd pay for the game: $30. This game has been a blast since day one. If you come in here expecting to play a AAA game, I
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have to tell you to stop right there, look at the tags, look at the price, and then slap yourself in the face. Let's get this out of the
way: SurvHive is an Indie game and it doesn't have the same fundings like other games. Yet despite this, they've done amazingly
well in keeping in touch with the community and listening to their ideas and suggestions on Discord.

Let me tell you of an experience I once had:

I had just spawned on an asteroid/planet in a medium sized game with 9 people, lagging but raring to go. I am Dr. Hyuu, and I
have a Ph.D in genetics and a minor in kicking♥♥♥♥♥ We were on the exoplanet Kepler, and already it seemed as though the
crew were in a state of paranoia as the alien had not struck yet. As I made my way to the laboratory to do my job as a scientist, I
was nearly attacked by a man with a gross appendage sticking out of abdomen, but was saved by the many crew protecting the
hallways of the laboratory. After a quick thanks and greeting to the crew, I went into the laboratory and spent my hard earned
exp to level up humans. I could hear gun sounds outside the laboratory in the hallway, and when I looked again, two of the crew
members were dead and one alien. Only six of us left, and there was now three aliens.

I quickly finished upgrading our stats and went into the hallway to help guard the laboratory for our current mission: preventing
aliens from entering the lab lest they infect the samples. Another wave charged in and nearly killed me, but I was saved by
another scientist named Reikon. He came up to me and healed me, and my eyes watered with tears of joy. I came in to give him
a hug, only my hug is a little bit different. I hug with my appendage. Now that the only human scientist was dead, the rest in the
hallway saw I was an alien and began to shoot at me, but I have already completed what I came to do. The Hive will flourish,
and the humans will fall. Our primogenitor and the remaining 4 aliens rushed in, and we quickly assimilated the foolish humans.
I had pretended to be a friendly doctor by improving the human genetics a few time. Little did they know, I was also making our
species stronger little by little. Now that Kepler belongs to us, we will take the Aurora, and then we will take the Earth.

Thanks for listening. Trust no one. Be wary of each other.

And most importantly: SurvHive.. The only game on the market that really pays respect to the incredible concept that is The
Thing. Great game, only needs a bigger crowd backing it up. Look forward to future updates.. Can't jump can't pick a class can't
play thanks guys. 0/10
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The game is dead.. its rough but the core elements are there and its quite fun.

Turn the Hints on (H key) that will give you info on your class as you play and you will get much more out of the classes.

Oh and the ragdoll on death is just glorious. :D. This game can be a bundle of fun when you find a session with at least 3-4
people in it. Thankfully I was lucky enough to start playing, and found a session of 7 people straight away.

It's not perfect by any means, with many features that could be implimented to make this a far more intense and enjoyable
experience, simply lacking (hint towards weldable doors, Devs ;3)

It feels clunky at some given points in time, but the controls are not hard to learn and the variety of classes and perks available is
fun to explore.

Did I mention you can ejaculate blood?. This game is about atmosphere and the stories you come away with. So here's my tale.

I awaken in the sleeping quarters. The ship's computer telling me some kind of alien organism is on board. I scramble out the
door, waving a pistol down both ends of the corrider. Seeing nothing I take off running down the metal decks of the ship, my
foot steps echoing much louder than I'd like. I turn a corner and meet with a couple of my crew, Brice and Joe. The three of us
know the alien can take on human form, so naturally we point guns in eachother's faces.

The stand off is cut short though as machine gun fire is heard rattling off in the distance. We three immediately lower our guns,
an instant truce being formed. We take off sprinintg to see where the gunfire is coming from, and as we spin around a corner we
are rooted to the ground at what we see. A frantic marine is pouring round after round into what I can only describe as a 'Thing'.
The marine is decimated, the gore covering the bulkheads. The thing whips its terrible head around to us and charges. We open
fire. Bullets tear through the charging beast and it drops just short of Brice's trembling feet.

As we take a breather a larger group of 5 crew members shows themselves from a far off corridor. They have no trust of the
three of us. Brice approached them and tried to reason with them, that we need to stick together and that the threat, for now, lay
dead. But he's shoved back by a paranoid looking mechanic wielding a make shift flamethrower. He was right to be paranoid.
We are led to the canteen of the ship under gun point. Meters from the entrance a horrid scream erupts from beside me. Joe lays
dead. Behind him a sickly alien appendage has erupted out of the chest of a member of the other group. One of THEM was
infected! The paranoid mechanic's mind breaks, he panics. A torrent of flame washes over alien and human alike. Waves of
intense heat firing out in random directions as he tries to burn his fear away.

Brice yells at me to get out of here so I take off running with him. A scientist. and a couple of marines follow along behind us.
We regroup in the machine room and it's not long till Brice and I are backing away from the other survivors. The scientist
sensing the tension annouced that he's got a way of testing to see if someone is really who they say they are. We all agree to let
the doc try it out and take off running for the med lab, our eyes sternly watching eachother as much as the dark corridors around
us.

At med lab me and Brice tell the others to stay in the corner while the scientist does his work. One of the marines mentions a
sentry gun could be placed covering the only hallway into med lab. Keeping an eye on him me and Brice allow him to set it up.
Med lab is locked down and it's only a matter of holding out and waiting for the blood test. A couple of those creatures tried
getting down the hall, but between the sentry and our rifles they stood no chance. Things seemed set.

Klaxons started, emergency lights swirled, and the ship's computer calmly announced a fire had started on the bridge. We all
panicked, that fire had to be put out. Brice picked up an extinguisher and sprinted out of med lab. No one else followed, so
cursing I ran after him to back my friend up, running away from the safe zone. Brice was ahead of me and not slowing down
one bit. As I tried to keep up with him the ship's lighting grew dimmer in these sections. I faintly heard the sound of the sentry
gun kicking off back in med lab, but I was already committed to my task. Smoke started filling the corridors and with the lack
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of lighting I started to feel disorientated. I forced myself on, barely keeping track of the twists and turns Brice took as he grew
further ahead of me. To hell with the others I thought, me and Brice are the ones risking our lives to put this fire out, we deserve
to be the ones to survive. The hanger isn't far from the bridge section anyway, we can do this.

Still running I turned a corner and slowed. At the entrance to the bridge Brice just stood there in the stygian smoke holding the
used extinguisher. The computer announced the dangerous state of the bridge had been contained. Excitedly I walked over to
Brice and told him we had to go! The fire was out, we can get out of here now! He turned around to me, dropping the
extinguisher and said ''I was waiting for us to be alone''.

A slithering jagged mess exploded out of his chest impaling me. I slumped to the cold metal floor. The last sight I had was
seeing Brice walking toward the hanger to get in the escape shuttle. Of course I know now, that it wasn't Brice.

SOOOoooo yeah, that's the game. That ended up being much longer than I thought, but fun to write.. 5 Hours on record
currently. Here are my Pro's and Con's

Con's:
Currently lacking in depth of content
Quite a few bugs here and there (Death animations are ridiculous)
The cost is quite intimidating

Pro's:
Great concept that has been underutilized in other games
Very stable when playing
Bugs that are in game are being worked on (I met a bug tester playing yesterday)
The game is hugely enjoyable
The Class system in game is not balanced but does work to create different options

If you like the idea of this game I would definitely recommend picking it up, what it lacks in content it makes up for in fun, and
I think that more content will be coming in the future would make it a worthwhile investment. Addicting even in early access,
but really needs more players.. Awoke in a laboratory of some sort. Heard strange noises. Headed to the main hall, where a
bunch of guys were suspiciously eyeing each other, pointing guns. Horrid noises started coming out of my radio, whisperings of
some sort. All hell broke loose. Screams, gunshots. Out of the corner of my eyes, I saw movement. A huge being, attacking
humans, jumping insanely high. Ran for my life. Heard screams. Found a shuttle. Ran for it. Two of the creatures were waiting
for me, scrambled over, shred my body apart. I'm dead.

Or am I ? There are humans alive still.

Shred trem apart.... I highly recomment this game. Unfortunately right now, the community is small but when a game is going,
it's great fun. If you're interested in buying, there's a 2 or 4 pack on humble store that you can get for yourself and friends! The
game itself is essentially the movie "The Thing". Human players are paranoid and must band together to survive the alien threat.
The alien is disguised as one of the humans and it's a matter of finding out who it is. There are events that happen which cause
humans to get out of their cozy fortifications and fix the issue. The alien attacks humans with the means to turn them into an
alien as well. The game ends when either all humans have turned into aliens or a human has taken the last escape shuttle. Again,
it's great fun and the community is small but growing. Can't recommend enough!

Here's a Discord link too, where players and developers talk! https:\/\/discord.gg\/6QK8zkv. Very good but not enough players
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